Introduction

Hazard Evaluation Support System Integrated Platform (HESS) [1] and OECD (Q)SAR Toolbox [2] are two compatible hazard evaluation platforms used for predicting repeated dose toxicity of chemicals based on the category approach. The HESS system was developed by National project of Japan, and released free of charge from the following NITE’s website in June 2012.


HESS system includes a database with repeated dose toxicity data for about 500 chemicals obtained under Japanese Chemical Substances Control Law (CSCL), and toxicity mechanism knowledge database collected from scientific journals. The HESS system includes a collection of 34 toxicological categories organized as repeated dose toxicity (RDT) profiler (Table 1). Each category is defined based on known toxicity mechanisms and related toxicological effects for 28 chemicals classes extracted from the repeated dose database. The RDT profiler is used for toxicological assessment, grouping chemicals in categories and filling data gaps.

External validation of RDT categories is an important process for improving the reliability and the predictability of the categories. Preparation of an external validation set with enough repeated dose toxicity data by using Japanese CSCL sources was very difficult. In this respect, we have used toxicity data from other two projects COSMOS [3] and ToxCast [4] in order to provide with a considerable number of reliable data. In this presentation, we have reported the result of an external validation of the RDT categories in the HESS profiler by using data of HESS (general industrial chemicals), COSMOS DB (cosmetics ingredients etc.) and ToxRef DB (pesticide etc.)

Method

The set of 638 chemicals different than the chemicals in the local training sets associated with the toxicological categories were used as the validation set. The chemicals are supported with repeated dose data having similar test condition as those of the training set.

Results and Discussion

The HESS profiler categorized 16% of the chemicals within the validation set and for most of them (77%) toxicological effects related to their category were observed in their repeated dose toxicity test (Table 2). Based on the result of a categorization by HESS, read-across can be conducted by an expert. Figure 2 shows a graphical plot of LOEL predicted by read-across based HESS category against observed LOEL for target effect. As can be seen most predicted effects that have LOEL less than 300 mg/kg/day have observed LOEL less than 300 mg/kg/day.

In summary, the validation study demonstrate that the read-across by using HESS is applicable for predicting primal effect of untested chemical at least screening level. The predictivity of HESS categories can be improved by clarifying the definition of the categories based on the structural features of chemicals. In the near future, we are going to improve the domain of the HESS profiler by developing new categories based on unclassified chemicals.
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